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In the dark
The recent power shortage
could take an amazing toll
on EASTERN's budget.
SEE: Page
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More money
Gov. Locke is proposing a tighter
budget that President Jordan
says could increase tuition .
SEE: Page

2
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WINTER WARMFEST
Second annual dance to
raid LA Hall Saturday night.
See: Page
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Higher education funding mav dwindle
Eastern forced to make
contingency plans in case of
approval
Brian Triplett
OipyE.ditor
Governor Gary Locke proposed a higher education budget on December 19 that could have
some dramatic.effects on academic programs here
at Eastern Washington University. The governor's
plan calls for a two percent reduction of funding
for Washington state's six public colleges and
universities. For Eastern, that means a loss of
_$752,000.
This budget cut comes at a time when several
Eastern employees were supposed to receive a 2.2
percent salary increase. Some of these people will
still receive their raises, but the employees whose
salaries do not come out of state general funds
may not receive the pay increases they were expecting. Their raises have been authorized by the state
legislature, but the money might have to come
from alternative sources, such as funds originally
intended for other aspects of daily university operations.
Other parts of the governor's proposal create
even bigger problems. The university administration expects at least 300 more students to enroll by next fall. Governor Locke's current budget
will only support 15 students next year, and "about
70 students next year for a total of about 85,"
President Stephen Jordan said during an interview on January 17.
EWU will also be expected to absorb all increases in utility costs. The costs of electricity and
natural gas have been skyrocketing throughout
Washington. The school's natural gas expenses
have doubled this year, according to President
Jordan. Energy prices are expected to rise throughout the 2001-03 period. In practical terms, this
means the university's budget shortfall could be
as much as 2.2 million dollars this year and a similar loss could happen in 2002.
An increase in tuition fees is o ne way to compensate for the loss of state funding. Unfortunately, it would take an increase of approximately
10.73 percent in tuition fees while offering about
the same amount of financial aid that is being
given to students now to cover the school's expenses.
"If we were to try to cover all of the reductions and cost shifts that are proposed under the
governor's proposed budget through tuition, it
would require that large of an increase. It's a little
over two million dollars a year in impact. That's
prerty significant when you see that we receive
about forty million dollars a year in state general
funding," President Jordan said.
"Obviously, we're looking at other strategies,"
President Jordan continued "We're working with
the legislature on increasing support in the budget for new enrollments. We' re willing to do our
part, but there is only so much we can do. If we
have to accept [300) students and only get fund-

.A. Dan Clark and Bree Holsing hold up signs supporting the Student
Council's stance on the proposed budget cuts. Holsing says "Education
is a right, not a privilege."
untouched and so that we can continue to make
the investments. Obviously, the last strategy is
the whole question of to what extent will tuition
will have to be raised to deal with some of these
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , issues, both in terms of
LESS CASH FOR EASTERN the reductions and the
qualitative improve•
ments we ought to
On December 19, Governor Gary
make."
Locke proposed a 2.2 percent
President Jordan
budget cut for all state funded
talked about things he
colleges and universities.
is excited about, such a
makeover for the exteThis budget cut and various other
rior of Tawanka Combudget proposals could cost EWU
mons the new Comas much as 2.2 million dollars
puter Science, Engineerthis year and in 2002.
ing, and Technology
building [a $22 million
A 10.73 percenttuition increase
dollar project] which
would cover all ofthe university's
should be open by the
projected expenses, but President
fall of 2004, and the
Stephen Jordan and the school
renovation of Senior
administration are seeking other
Hall. Capital funds,
ways of dealing with the loss of
which are used for
building costs, have refunding. One suggested alternamained intact. Theretive is a smaller tuition increase
fore, Eastern will be able
of 4.4 percent. Any tuition
to continue with various
increase would be a last resort for
projects including the
the university.
Downtown Path.
Expansion of camThe ASEWU is also doing what it
pus housing, which has
can to help students in the face of
been a major concern rethis loss of funding, including
cently, depends more on
work with the state legislature,
the student body than
the current budget pro-

ing for 15, and have to do those other reductions
and cost shifts, then the net effect of absorbing all
those students is like making another budget cut.
The first strategy is to try to make our case around
funding for more enrollment. Second, we are asking all the deans and vicepresidents to look at their
programs-everything that
they do- in the context of
'what are the things that
you do that aren't central
to the core mission of the
university?' ... that we can
look at eliminating. If we
have to make reductions,
I do not want to make
reductions across the
board because all that
does is drag the whole
universitydown. Wehave
achieved real positive
growth and direction. We
have a vision-the centers
of excellence, the Cheney
Hall proposal, and a
number of other things.
We want to continue to
invest in growth and
moving the university
forward . The second
strategy is [looking for]
things we can eliminate
and not do any more so
that we leave the core of
the university essentially

•

•

•

posals. Another 200 students need to be ea.
rolled just to cover the university's expenses. Campus housing is not funded by the state, so these
cuts should not affect anyone who lives here at
school.
ASEWU President Bree Holsing is concerned
about what could happen to students as a result
of these cuts and cost shifts. There is a committee currently reviewing the school's budget but
Holsing expressed concern about the fact that
"right now, we do not have a student on that
committee. [I would like) to get a student on that
committee, or to establish an alternative committee, because I believe the student voice is important. I have faith in our administration, but I feel
it is a tremendous error not to have the student
voice on there."
At some point during the next two weeks,
President Holsing and the student council will be
reviewing the university's operating budgets and
making suggestions to the administration about
the proposed cuts. EWU's legislative liaison Mike
Johnson is also currently working with the state
legislature to try to avoid the possible tuition hikes.
There is a possibility that the control of tuition
prices would shift from the state government to
Eastern's local board of trustees. Holsing and
her colleagues believe it would be better for students if the state retained control of tuition rates,
partly because tuition would be less likely to in-

crease.
"Another thing I would like to stress is that I
see the administration's strategy on stirring up a
scare on the price of tuition, but one thing they
need to focus on is what is going to happen to
financial aid. We need to help poor students get
into school. A!; of now at our university, 65 percent of our students are on state need-based financial aid. We have a great need fort hat, and I
hope ... the legislature will represent that. If tuition is going to rise, we need to find other ways
to make sure that [lower income) students have
access to higher education. The main things we
are going to be focusing on are access, affordability,
and quality of education," Holsing said.
She enthusiastically added "Education is a
right, not a privilege."
The one thing all parties seem to agree on is
that the university w ill continue to function pretty
much the way it does right now. However, it
remains to be seen where the cuts will be made
within the individual academic programs and centers of excellence, or whether tuition will eventually be increased. Alternate proposals include a
much smaller increase of 4.4 percent, so the overall impact on students could be relatively small.
On the other hand, the full 10.73 percent increase
could affect some students' ability to afford to
attend classes here at Eastern. President Jordan,
the school administration and faculty, and the stu·
dent government all share a similar desire to make
certain that students receive the best education
possible under current budgetary constraints, so
in the long run this may be more of a minor
setback than a major blow to the core mission of
Eastern Washington University.

visit us at www.easterneronfine.com
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EWU's budget bitten by energy costs
December 1998 and December 2000, according to information provided by IGI Re-

Administration asks
students, community
for help with
conservation

sources, Eastern 's power

supplier. Irish said this is
spike and that prices are
supposed to come down

Jennifer Harrington
Editur

some.

"Remember to turn the lights out
before you leave" - The famous
phrase that Mom and Dad used to
say has gained new urgency in recent
months and Eastern Washington
University holds no exception to this
rule. In fact, the phrase is plastered
above bathroom light switches all
across campus-in bathrooms, classrooms, offices and conference rooms

"I get printouts from
energy watchdog organizations and they say costs will
come down a little bit, but
not much," said Irish, who
is anticipating the worst.
The situation is so serious that Governor Gary
Locke sent out an energy
conservation directive or-

dering all state institutions
to take all precautions possible to conserve power.
Due to rising power costs in the
Eastern actually began
Northwest, Eastern has projected it
preparing for the energy criwill be almost a million dollars over
sis in prior to Governor
its utility budget for the period beMagg;e Miller/Eastemer
tween 1999 and 2001, said Mike Irish, .6. Students, faculty, and staff are encouraged to Locke's directive when they
sent out a campus-wide enassociate vice president for facilities conserve energy
ergy emergency alert directand planning. If current energy
trends continue, the university will be over its energy budget by ing staff and faculty to take measures in conservation.
"We actually saw this cloud on the horizon back in August,
$1.5 million by the end of the next biennium, or two-year
but it came on much faster than we anticipated,• said Irish.
period.
Requested conservation measures include turning off com·
The cost of natural gas increased by 1866 percent between
puters at night and
when they will not be
used for extended periods, refraining from the
use of portable or space
heaters, not cracking
open doors or windows
to regulate room temp
and turning off lights
when they are not being used. Members of
the campus community
are even encouraged to
go so far as to turn out
lights in offices that can
be sufficiently lit by exterior light from windows . People are also
You Deserve a Gorgeous SMILE!
encouraged to report
any occurrences of overheated rooms, leaky
"ith cornpr~ht'nSi\'t new patient exam.
faucets, and broken or
x-rays & ckaning
damaged heaters and
(ttt:th "'hitening value- S4SO)
thermostats. The community is even asked to
report incidences of unKenneth J. Collins, D.D.S.
necessary lights being
Kenneth M. Collins, D.D.S.
left on.
Marnie L. Collins, D.D.S.
"We are going to be
going into serious conSouth Hill
Cheney
servation mode. The
(509) 532-1 11 I
(509) 235-8451
biggest conservation ef3 15 I E. 28'h St.
I 841 First Street
fort is going to have to
Spokane, WA 99223
Cheney. WA 99004
be on the part of the
campus community. We
Visit our website at WW\\.collinsfamilydds.com
are going to have to

alike.

Collins Family
Dentistry

* FREE TEETH WHITENING *

start turning lights off when we are not using them, turning
computers off and thermostats down. It all helps," said Irish.
In addition to asking staff, faculty, and students for help
Eastern has also taken other measures. Irish said the custodial
shifts have been moved from nighttime to during the day when
the buildings are already occupied.
"This way we can drop temperatures at night and fewer
lights are used," said Irish .
All campus buildings are now programmed to shut down
heating systems an hour after everyone is expected to leave and
to turn them back on an hour before people are supposed to
arrive. This means buildings may be colder than usual in the
early morning hours.
In addition to maximizing building performance and regulating energy use, Eastern has also stepped down its natural
gas usage, said Ron Hess, assistant director of Eastern 's plant

,,
WHAT CAN WE DO TO HELP?
Herearesomepeoonal ron,m,atumm"'5UreS tb,,,,,.,alJ can do in
ourrnvnanwandourrnvnbuilding, tbuwilladdllfJ toene,gy,avmgs.

1)
Turn the lights off when leaving .a
room ... this includes restrooms. Leave some lights
off if your tasks can be performed using the natural
light from the windows.
2)
Keep thermostats and radiator valves
turned down to maintain a minimum comfort level.
3)
During sunny days, open blinds/ drapes to
utilize the solar heat to warm up the space. dose your
blinds or drapes at night to keep the heat i.a the building and conserve energy use.
4)
If your space opens onto a hallway, do not
block your dooropen. The hallways an;gcnerally cooler
than the work areas.
5)
Turn off computers, copiers, and printers
when not in use. Space heaters and personal comfort
devices such as c~ 1-11,;ve~ensive and can
also impact the b ~ r e controls.
6)
If yous~
faucet try to turn it
completely off.
s pumped by electric
pumps ... wasted ~
s 'asted utility dollars.
Ifyounoticelaiky~--=:rylights/efion, laiky
radzatur-wl-i:es,rna/fanctiorang-,:,.urthermostats,drafiywinduwsur
running toilet tanks call 359-2245 or e-mail Mike Irish at

Midx,d.Iri#amai/.f!lllitdu

'...

·'

operations.
In the face of skyrocketing natural gas prices, EWU is using
number 6 fuel, which is a material similar to that of road tar.
The fuel is heated to 226 degrees for use.
"Right now the price of oil is considerably less than that of
natural gas," said Hess. "Eastern is burning 6,000 to 8,000
gallons of number 6 fuel a day. The last time we burned this
much fuel was 1976 during the last energy crisis."
Hess said Eastern is making a couple of long term plans to
take effect next year. They are remodeling the campus energy
plant to include an additional larger fuel tank and they are going to switch to using a combination of natural gas and number 2 fuel or diesel oil.
Irish said he sees this crisis as one of the worst Eastern has
faced in a long time.
"On the upside, my energy management people say there
are savings to be had and they are going through the buildings
as we speak and are maximizing our ability to conserve. Everybody has been very cooperative. There has been no complaining and lots of good suggestions."

visit us at www.easterneronfine.com
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Solomon Pech

&ix-Most of the moving speeches I have heard were centered on
equal rights. Whether it was a friend telling me about an injustice
or it was a formal presentation, th.is topic imbues people with life
and passion. As well it should.
Dr. Reverend Martin Luther King Jr. speaks with the heart of
a righteous man. He speaks with power and soul. In his passages
the truth seems so obvious that it can make a person question
how the world can exist in any other way then how he is portraying it. If you don't mind me being Zen for a moment, MLK is.
I grew up in a small town on the countryside near no large
cities. I was raised racist by my sur roundings. I learned what this
meant to the world when my mother and I moved to a different,
more diverse area. Because I had never had anyone to be directly
racist towards I easily made the transition out of that state of
mind.
Since my youth I have attended many speeches and a few
marches that celebrate MLK and the movement for equality. Not
one of these celebrations has failed to give me the chills.
I was unable to personally attend the celebration yesterday but I had somebody record it for me. I am
listening to the auditorium filled with song and am
experiencing a lovely shiver down my neck.
I feel very passionately about equal rights . I try
very hard to not discriminate but it is not easy to be
so aware. We are all different. Sometimes we are
more different within our subgroups then we are
between them. It is tough to be right and just. I
think we all know this. The important thing is to be
aware of our shortcomings and our differences.
We have come a long way. Six score and eight years
ago Abraham Lincoln signed the emancipation proclamation. This was a symbol that no longer shall we tolerate intolerance. This was symbol that all Americans are free. He
signed a message that no one is worth less then anyone else.
Dr. Reverend Martin Luther King and all his friends did some
very hard work. They fought oppression in one of the worst
times in one of the worst places. They fought in Alabama, Tennessee, and all overthe South. But the fight hasn't stopped there.
The fight has traveled the world. The truth, and the fight for
equality has infected people in China, Europe and yes even Texas.
To celebrate the birth and the life of MLK I borrowed many
videos from our library that were about the equal rights movement. I did this because there aren't many things outthere more
passionate then a speech being given on that concern. If you
haven 't heard anyone give a speech about equality or even if has
been a while I urge you to go to our library and educate yourself.
It is thrilling.
At one of the celebrations l attended there was a speaker who
told us that the equal rights movement was a singing movement.
She told us this after the she had sung with the choir. She told us
this again after she'd occasional slipped gracefully into song from
her speech. It was uplifting and inspiring to see someone so
moved and able to transition so eloquently between oratory and
song. But it does not stop there. This woman was in her sixties
and still traveling all over the world to spread her word.
Some of the footage I saw was devastating. I saw a preacher
pummeled by a police commissioner on the steps of an Alabama
courthouse. He was beaten severely by the commissioner and
other police officers. People this was done on film. This was done
in the face of overwhelming force. The people at the courthouse
waiting to register to vote easily outnumbered the police. But

the demonstration , to allow the expression of one of our consrj.
those waiting at the courthouse to fulfill their right did nothing
cutional rights.
violent. T hey turned their cheeks. Can you imagine what would
So remember, we shall overcome.
happen today if we saw this on the national news? Remem ber
Rodney Ki ng?
_
Remember the man in Texas who was dragged behind a truck
til his body was broken so severely that they
found bits of it spread over many miles? Do
you remember the boy in Montana that was
brutally beaten to death because he was gay?
The fight is not over. Once at a committee
meeting that was responsible for the organization of a MLK celebration I had to argue for
the right of a friend of mine to give a speech.
Opening Doors lo the 2151Century
I had to convince those heading the organization that MLK was not only for African people
or people of color but he was for all people
and that a speech about gay rights was defiantly in place at such a celebration.
Some of the goals MLK wanted to accom1/rul uf \/1'1 s l,!\l'lim·
plish seemed very modest but really meant a
D, . Dn·u Pi11"'l..) 1:- 1...... 1 k11 ,nq1 ,1:- 1·o•ho.,1 of \IT\ \
lot. In Birmingham, Alabama he listed four
ltJl't4i11.t' \\ hn,• lw anti \dmn C.11olla 1li..;rwn--,~ lht·ir
things that he wanted to change and
they are: First, the desegregation
oriAinal .. ,, It· uf hu11111r dfHI tuh i1·r on Im,·, TOIJHHll'l'.
of all facilities, including drinking
J1ul n·lution:-hip... Dr. Dn·,, n-c-t·1wd hi-. \I. U. fmm
fountains, restrooms, fitting
l '.-il."., ~d10ol or \lnl 1n11c· "lwri· h,· ,nu'<I ,, .. c•lu1.f
rooms, and lunch counters. Secrf-'.-,id,,111. !Ir- l lllTt·11tl~ i, tlw med ical fli rl'f'lrn fc.1 r 1hr
ond, the upgrading of employDrpJnllll'lll of Chl'min1l D,·p,~11dem·~ 5c•n i1•1\s 111 IJJ<,
ment / hiring of African
E1w111a:"I ll o-.p11a.l 111 l',L,uli•nJ ,11 111 1h1•d1 i,,f o(:-it-nu·,·~
Americans at stores and other
in tilt' l),•pm1111t'II I or \l,•,l1t·111l'. In I'i98. h,· ,uul Iii~ c·o-hc,-.1 wlf'.l:-l'd thL· ir frr-1
places. Third, the dropping of
book. Tlw Or. /Jrrll and ldmn !ltlfd,: ~ .' 1,nrral gwdr to f4;, mid lore and 111 \()C)()
all charges on those who peaceably assembled and protested.
Lastly, the appointment of a bi-ratu d \\ id,· \Ul'id\ ur lil'alth ('i.m: infon11:11io11.
cial committee to deal with other problems, like the lack of a bi-racial police
Free Adm i.ssio11
force.
MLK went jail while attempting to meet
these goals many times. However, even while
Friday, January 26 • 7 :30 pm
in jail, MLK was accomplishing something:
Showalter Auditorium • Cheney, Washington
Another one of his goals was to fill the jails of
Birmingham to capacity, which he did. Once
during his incarceration he was criticized by a
church for making an untimely move for equality. He wrote a very beautiful letter back, stating
WASHINGTON
that there could be no othertime for such a
UNIVERSITY
movement. He noted that Alabama had more
Cull 3.'>9-68 7 1 fo r 11101·1> iu fo rn111lio11 .
unsolved murders and bombings of African
l'.-r.. 111- \litla .. ,w•n,,I 111'•'11 .. 111,n 111.tl,r .arr.o~•·m,•111,- r.. r .u .. ·,111111111,l.,1,uu-. I,, 1.11\111,c tlw
American homes and churches then any other.
H,·p.u1nw11t uC 'tmlrtct \n1,,u,, .. ,ti 1.'i()l)).1;)<).(Jr;"J ru,, 11,1, .. 1,..fun• 1h, , 1•u•111
Ten years after his fight had begun, MLK
was still marching, and this time
from Selma to
Montgomery. His
___________;_~:::...--==:...=..~:.....:~~::_,::::~ ~ ~ ~ - - - -- ·
first attempt was
1853 I ST Street
met with physical
(across from Excell Foods)
force, again. Water
hoses that emitted 700 lbs. of
pressure were
Quality chiropractic treatment for your
used
against
back pain, neck pain, and headaches
marchers. It took
Friendly hometown atmosphere
a federal force of
troops to back
Call for free consultation
Dr l .,1 11n:11 Bathur,t
off the police
Chiropraclor
enough to allow
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Gold Medalist Billy Mills to speak on campus
Penny Wickenburg
Rqx,rter
Gold Medal Olympic champion, Billy Mills,
will speak at Eastern Washington University
o_n January 29 at 2 p.m. in Showalter Audito-

num.
A Lakota Sioux from the Pine Ridge Indian
reservation in South Dakota, which is recognized
as one of the poorest communities in America,
Billy was orphaned at an early age. Raised in
boarding schools, he became active in sports.
After graduating from the University of
Kansas with a degree in Education, Billy made

Four

the 1964 Olympic Team
where he became the first
and only American to win
the Gold Medal in the
10,000- meter run. Runners World Daily News
recognized the race as one
of the four greatest races
of all time.
Holding three Honorary Doctorates and numerous other awards and
citations for recognition & Billy Mills
of service, Billy Mills devotes 75 to SO motivational speaking engage-

Reporter

In this week's ASEWU meeting, four of the
positions on the superior court were filled with full
support of the council- bringing President Bree
Holsing close to completing one more of the goals
of her presidency.
"I've been working really hard on the superior
court. We're trying to figure out if we want to go
back to w hat they used to do since things have kind
of changed over the years," said H olsing.
T he four nominees-Jason Hotchkiss, Andrea
Cook, Frank Sloan, and Noel Pitner all received
unanimous votes of acceptance from the council.
This leaves only one position still open on the superior court, which will likely be filled at the council's
next meeting.

likewise.

court

positions

"I want to be on the superior court because I
want to have some involvement and learn more
about student government," said Hotchkiss.
In support of Frank Sloan, Transport Safety
representative Brad Pugh said, "I am glad that Frank
has accepted the position. I'm confident in his
honesty and integrity, and he's going to be a real
assetto the court."
Academic Affairs representative Christian Shook,
speaking in support of Noel Pitner, said, "I am
really excited to have Noel be a part of our superior
court. H e is an awesome person, and he is level
headed and has good judgment."
In her report to the council, Shook presented an
outline for the expansion of the K-12 outreach
program.
"We're going to do what we need to get in with
their kindergarten and first grade program so that
every child can read by the third grade by going in

and working with the kindergarten and working on
that project to help them with their reading and
spelling," said Shook.
In the area of high school outreach, Shook continued with an explanation of the Future Teachers
of Color program by saying, "[It] feeds into the
teaching academy where a lot of students last year- it
was their pilot year- came to Eastern, so that was a
great sign and we want to feed back into that and
we're putting out an ad in the Focus and the Easterner for any education majors who would like to
mentor students during the course of their careers
here at Eastern."
Dan Clark, Athletic Affairs representative, announced that intramural participation was up from
last year and reminded people that it was still possible to sign up for this quarter.
"Sign ups for intramurals are open up until this
Friday. They will start next Wednesday. Monday

superior

Nick Nash

o young people in schools, universities, Indian communities
and otber organizations.
Billy's main emphasis is
"The pursuit of Excellence."
His message teaches how to
accept defeat not failure, how
to reach within the depths of
our capabilities and perform
to the greatest of our potential. He shares his commitment to remain alcohol and
drug free, and he effectively
empowers his audience to do

One of Billy's most cherished involvements
is Running Strong For American Indian Youtb.
Running Strong and Billy Mills are responsible
fo r raising $212 million in cash and in-kind
gifts over the last 10 years for Native American
youth and Native American projects, including
community ga rdens, water wells, and homes
for the elderly.
Running Strong and Billy Mills have also
been responsible for the establishment of two
dialysis clinics with seven dialysis machines to
treat Native Americans. They support a battered women's program and stress a drug and
alcohol free environment for Native American
families.

f i 11 ed
and T uesdaywill be practice games," said Oark.
Oark also explained a new proposed attendance
policy, which will allow students to be excused from
classes while attending university events. .
On this subject, Clark said, "This is something
to be excited about. This is going to give us all
more of an opportunity to get in volved in organizations because you'll actually be excused from class."
D uring the second readi ng of a bill that will
become the ASEWU bylaws for 2000-2001 involving t he council elections, the council, w hich must
have the bylaws involving elections finished before
the elections, voted down the bill-citing a portion
that limited campaign spending to $500.
"I think one thing we have to look at is that
people make a decision on a candidate and it's not
based so much on money ... We don't have any
business telling people, limiting their ability to get
their message out," said Pugh .

Dr you work at EWU, you
are eligible to enjoy all of the
benefits of being a WSECU

checking?

member -

including free

checking. Call us at 1-800-5620999 for more information. Or

I

~~.
'-'i-·~
WASHINGTON STATE

check out our services on the
web at www.wastatecu.org.

EMPLOYEES CREDIT UNION

Tiu Cud;, l nruu Jar \II Public 1;111p lo 1r r,

1-800-562-0999

www.wastatecu.org
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George Dubva: The latest Aristocrat working for the Conservative Agenda
·

·

Time for this "liberal" to sit down for some Saturday Night Live
that they possess more intelligence than
I do. In my opi nion, this is n ot a whole
lot to ask. Some people who have reMaybe it's just because I' m a "liberal." sponded to some of my articles share this
I come from a long line of democratic vot- op1 01on.
ers.
My representative executive to the civiMaybe I just want a leader I can brag lized countries of this world must speak
about. Unfortunately, there was no happy my language as well or better than I do.
Sprint PCS ending to the 2000 presidential His use of words like "obsfucate" [obfuscampaign: Gore was not a clear alternative cate], "presumptive" [presumptuous], and
to Bush .
"subsidation" [subsidization] do not imMaybe it's just because I missed out on press me.
what could perhaps be the
Some equally impresonly opportunity in my
sive phrases include,
life I could [ with a clear
but are not limited to:
I do not ask a
conscience] vote for a Re"The question we need
whole lot of my
publican presidential canto ask: Is our children
leaders.
.. What
didate. The GOP must
learning?" [January
have foreseen this. They
2000]. At about this
I do expect from
did not manage to select
same time, he warned
my leaders is
John McCain as their canhis listeners of "a
that they posdidate.
world of madmen and
sess more intelI do not ask a whole
uncertainty and potenlot of my leaders. I find
tial mental losses. • He
ligence than I
that people who do that
was speaking about
do.
let themselves down.
missile l aunches, but
Expectations can only
this may also have
lead to unhappiness, right? A nation led slipped out as an allusion to his days as
by liars cannot be concerned with lies. a user of cocaine.
When daddy Bush said "No New Taxes," I
Some of hi s nominations reflect his apdid not think him a terrible president based parent la ck of noodle. Why Ashcroft?
solely on that utterance.
How much did he owe whom to have to
What I do expect from my leaders is nominate Aschcroft? Why didn't he just

Adrian Workman
Campus Life Editor
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David wanted everybody to focus on the
nominate Pat Buchanan, or even_ h.
•dent. Do not get mew
.
Duke) Ashcroft may not be the antic nst, pres1 .
.
.
rong.
·
d
h O 1 lot to con- Dubya 1s going to give us a lot to fo.
but he has not one aw
e
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.
h h · ,
h mophobe
cus on [most Y
s Its and politivrnce people t at e 1sn t a O
'
J
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.
d
· t the Employ- ca l cartoons , ut no o y was 1recto r racist. He_ vot_e _aga1ns
ing attention to her .
ment Non-D1scnm10aI
·
·
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rony 1s so pungent
t!On Act
-----------:-".'""'.a political skunk
1998. He apparently beL. d Chavez? Did
Id , h I b
lieved that it afforded
,n a
·
cou_ n t e P. Ut to
.
•
he
not
know
that
a
nottce
gays an d Ies b 1ans spe.
., and this
. mu.
· l" · h
H . d
I
b
retary
at1on IS very 1ron1c.
c1a ng ts. e Cite an
a or sec
Gale Norton is as
example that took place
hould probably
b
·
in Virginia, where a
S
a out anti-environb
, p E
h was
not be housing a
mental as they come.
oys . . teac er
Guatemalan illegal
Fitting that sh
discovered to have aph Id b
h
e
peared in gay porn
immigrant to be
s OU
e C Osen as
Dubya'_s advisor as far
fll.cks. "He led a double
their free home
life,• said he, on the
as environmenta.1 isSenate floor. I suppose
lackey?
sues are concerned.
that if we that when it
She is apparently in
comes to hiring gym
favor of drilling the
teachers in our schools, it would be too arctic for crude oil, was a proponent of
much to hire one that is gay , since gay "property rights" [say good-bye to all
people are more likely to appear in pornos that land set aside by the Clinton adthan straights. What an idiot. I hope ministration as untouchable], and loves
that Larry Flynt offers $1 million for some- laws that enable corporations to govern
one to turn in a porno with him in it. I their own environmental abuses, only
hope somebody has one.
being liable to pay fines if they fail to
Linda Chavez? Did he not know report them and make formal "efforts"
that a labor secretary should probably to correct them.
not be housing a Guatemalan illegal
I would move to France for the next
immigrant to be their free home four years, but this aristocracy-masked-aslackey? Chavez said she withdrew be- democracy thing has caught on here, and I
cause there was too much attention have a ton of Saturday Night Live to
being directed toward her, and she watch .
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Filipino student reminded of what American racism reallv is Eilterner
gnawed at me especially in my
early years in the US? That it made
me self-conscious, self-doubting,
Is it whining?
and second-guessing? Finally I
I have been a Filipino for the spoke to one of my supervisors,
many years of my life, and a small a black woman who I became
portion of those years has been good friends with. She assured me
spent here in the US. Several years that this was all normal. She said,
in which a succession of employ- "Just hang tough and give it your
ers, and a handful
best." It was proof race phobic sufoundly unsatispervisors sought
fy ing advice.
"I believe that every
to adjust me culI remember a
ethnic
group
has
to
turally the way you
few months back,
give up something
would the trackI watched a re-run
ing on your televiof 20/20 and the
on the way into the
sion.
topic was "Why
mainstream."
I have endured
Can't We Live Tothe delivery of
gether?" This
rather slow talking
speci fie episode
because of their perception of my generally focused on residential
ability to speak the language, and segregation. "White Flight,"
the looks that tell me-without which is the idea of white famieven moving their lips-that I'm lies moving out of their suburnot qualified.
ban neighborhoods because of
The clientele are worse. It black families moving in . Most
seems that I'm either "dumb or families in the program used their
dumber," depending upon who children's education and well beis lodging the complaint. Peers, ing as a loophole regarding this
professors, supervisors, people in issue, and discrimination was not
general who strongly believe that mentioned . One character asyour physical traits, your cultural serted, "The idea of white flight
norms, and your personal belong- is self-defense to white people and
ings determine your character and racism to blacks."
identity.
The issue is larger than so
Will it surprise you that this called "white flight," a 6-foot-5Romel Q. Lamberte
~

inch, 250 pound black man next You can shave off your beard,
door, and gangs. The issue is mi- lose weight, even watch "Friends"
nority people and the American if you want, but you cannot neumainstream. It is how much of tralize blackness.
Discriminat ion comes in d ifyourself you have to deny in order to be accepted. It's the black ferent levels, areas, shapes, and
man who shaves off his beard to sound - it's an abomination.
lessen the perception of being a The truth doesn't always set you
threat, and the Asian students free. Sometimes it only takes
who dye their hair and wear you back where you began . It
"GAP" to blend in. It's the way can be easy to loose yourself in
ambitious ethnic minority people that dichotomy, to drow n in a
contort and alter themselves to fuzz and static of competing
put white people at ease. Because agendas and dueling fears. It can
be difficult to remember what
when
these
once seemed
people mak e it
simple and
to the mainself-evident : I
stream or they
It can be difficult to
am I (me}.
are well on their
remember what once
There comes a
way, they find
seemed
simple
and
certain freethat it doesn ' t
self-evident: I am I (me).
dom
when
quite
trust
you reclaim
them. It keeps
that know!them on probation-forever proving their right edge, when you choose to stop
bearing the weight of other
to be there.
I believe that every ethnic peop le's fallacies. Which is ultigroup has to give up something mately the point of my friend's
on the way into the mainstream. unsatisfying advice.
I am too Filipino or not
But after watching the 20/20
show and reading a few pages of enough. It still is a problem-I
my old book on "Racial and Eth- suppose-to other people. But it
nic Relations," I'm persuaded is not mine.
I asked a friend if I'm just
that no one gives up more than
black people nor receives a more whining and she said, "No, it's
meager reward for the sacrifice. good to be reminded ."

Snow punks beware Easterner
often come from a family. They have
no respect for other people on the
slopes and are quick to show this. Why
In the past it would seem that only this is, I have no clue. Maybe it is
the elite got to enjoy the white pow- some lame form of rebellion, though
dery slopes. Yet today the range of it is not appreciated. They don't folpeople who ski or snowboard is very low the established mountain guidelarge. Because of reasonably priced lift lines and commit acts of senseless
tickets and equipment, anyone can ob- riding. Also they tend to easily disretain these things with the swipe of a gard unspoken slope etiquette. They
credit card. So this means that the bad find it funny to get as close as they can
comes with the good. You just can't to some one or abruptly cut them off,
avoid that. With this easier accessibil- which can cause wrecks. This can make
ity, the 90's have brought the whole a fun time end with a trip co the hosfamily to the slope. Now instead of pital. I do not appreciate this when it
staying home on the weekends of the happens to my family and can assume
winter, the family heads up to bond that other families don't like it either.
together on the slopes. Saturdays are So stop, get a life, and learn to ride
now filled with the exciting fun of the better. We don't care that you may
mountain instead of boring board ride better than us. You are a danger
games. Since I don't have family who to others, think about it. Beware,
are around, I enjoy my time on the "posers." I am out there and paying
slopes with friends. To me, my friends atten!ion, so I won't be caught off
are my family. Yet punks can easily guard. If I do get cut off I don't plan
ruin a fun time on the mountain. on stopping, so be prepared co get
These punks, also known as "posers," some of your own medicine.
are in the age range of 12 to 18 and

John G. Wells
R,parti.Y

L etters to tfie
P.aitor

The Eighties Rock, Punkl
Dear Editor,
Adrian Workman has no idea
what he is talking about. I am glad
chat the eighties are as they were
if only to piss him off. "Metal was
saturated with people who spent
more on hair care than on guitars"
is an uneducated state ment.
Eddie Van Halen? In think not.
Richie Sambora? A classic. These
guys are excellent guitarists and he
can ' t get past the hair? Lead singers had style and they totally
rocked, like David Lee Roth and
of course the one and only
Sebastian Bach. I doubt Mr.
Workman has ever listened co
"1984" by Van Halen. That album
rocks the pants off any Limp
Bizkit album ever will. He even
slammed Def Leppard! and the
"tips his hat to all the great punk

bands that everybody ignored"?
Does he realize his "ignored punk
bands" thrived off the same three
power chords and terrible lyrics?
That 's why they were ignored.
In addition to Mr. Workman's
narrow minded views on music,

he writes, "his annoying band
rapes my car radio frequently" and
"practice rectal insertion for
awhile." What kind of journalism
is that? That is unprofessional and
in bad taste. He !s wasting good
paper and ink with that kind of
writing. Maybe he should focus all
his negative energy on something
else ... like Eminem telling kids its
cool to be homophobic. Even
poison is cooler than that.
Sincerely,
Colleen Rice

1/isit us at www.easterneronUne.com
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Club LA to heat up winter Jan. 20
WinterWarmfest 2001: Dance raises funds for MLK Jr. center and Family Outreach
Lucy Dukes
Rqm,,:r

The Winter Warmfest Dance
is coming to EWU, and it's going
to be big.
Club LA , Warmfest 's organizer, is holding the dance January
20th on LA Hall 's 3rd floorto raise
funds for the Martin Luther King
Jr. Center and Family Outreach, said
Brandon Moen, a 21-year-old EWU
se ni or and treasurer for the
Warmfest group.
The MLK Center promotes
education and family development
in Spokane.
Last year was Warmfest's de-

but at EWU. Club LA donated proceeds from the dance to Habitat for
Humanity, said Moen.
Ryan Aello is Warmfest's creator , Club LA's president , and
EWU's Residence Life Coordinator.
Aello said that when he first got
to EWU, he looked for different
ways to access university funds for
the Warmfest Dance, and forming
the club to organize Warmfest was
a way to do that. Club LA is trying
to benefit a different group every
year, Moen said.
"It's just a chance to really help
those around you," sa id Aello.
Produced by 93 Zoo FM, Moen
describes the dance as an alcohol free

pool and Ping-Pong will be available on the 1st floor.
Club LA offers information about the Winter Warrnfest
Dance on its web site at
www .geocities.com/ clubla2001 .

"club-like environment" with a
"party atmosphere."
Last Year, said Moen, "there
were a lot of people there and I think
everyone had a good time."
"Anyone is invited," said
Moen, adding that Club LA expects
around 1,000 students from EWU ,
nearby unive rsities and community
colleges to attend Warmfest this
year.
The dance will cost $3 at the
door, he said.
"For three bucks , you're getting good entertainment for the
night. It 's a good deal," Moen said.
In addition to the dance, he
said, about 20 free arcade games,
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When Uncle Tupelo released No Depression in 1990, the band consisted of Jay Farrar (vocals, guitars, banj o, harmonica, Nashville guitar, mandolin, fiddle) Jeff Tweedy (bass vocals, acoustic guitar) Mike Heidorn (Drums, cymbals) . They never
could have known that their first album, released on
the small Rockville Records label would eventual! y name
an entire genre of music, a magazine , and even a book
or two. They were just making music that they loved.
Partially country, partially rock, partially folk, and even
in its ow n way partially punk, Uncle Tupelo and No
Depression transcend the restrictions of trying to fit a
specific sound.
Songs such as "Graveyard Shift" which the album
ope ns with, di splay the band's ability to play upbeat
and loud. Songs such as "John Hardy", and "No Depression" take the band into folk and country sounds,
while songs such as "Wh iskey Bottle" and "Flatness"
mix styles that form a coherent sound.
Lyrically and musically, No Depression is solid all the
way through. With both Farrar and Tweedy writing
and composing songs, Uncle Tupelo is well balanced in
its creative input. Along with this division of creative
input is the division of lead vocals between the two,
with each singing the songs they write with voices that
are distinctively their own yet still work together well.
It seems to be the way of the world that when something appears that is different, it needs a name. For what
Uncle Tupelo did in 1990 the name became No Depresszon.
On the albums that followed it, and throughout the
"genre" that needed a name was the media. The true root
of No Depresszon, as an album or a genre was the musicians' love for what they where doing.
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He said, she said : Mars and Venus
ment and Katie was left with the scars and bitter knowledge that she
had not been justly served and represented.
However, when they realized just what American youth were
Last week I had the opportunity to attend the He Said, She Said being allowed to get away with, Katie and her friend Bret Sokolow
presentation on date rape by Katie Koestner and Bret Sokolow. My took matters into their own hands. Time magazine got a hold of
mission was simple: I was there to observe the speakers and write the terrible story and turned it into a satisfying cover story. Shortly
a review that reflected upon the male point of view. After attending thereafter, HBO made a film titled "No Visible Bruises: The Katie
the dialogue I deliberated and came up with my own conclusions.
Koestner Story".
The entire presentation was based on a situation experienced by
Victory was Katie's as her goal to make others aware reached
a young girl by the name of Katie Koestner. Her tale of trust- across the nation. The deal was sweetened by the resignation of the
turned fear and betrayal took place ten years ago as a college fresh- dean who handled the situation in its earliest stages.
man. At the time and occurrence of the crime, Katie was attending
Katie Koestner's personal telling of the story served to hit home
William and Mary, a university in Virginia away from her home of with the members of the audience. Her detailed, first-person accentral Pennsylvania
count put listeners there beside her and really impressed upon us
It was at William and Mary that she met a young man she thought the terror and injustice of the crime of date rape. Her personal
she was compatible with. Why wouldn't she be attracted? He was interpretation of the rape experience made us see the reality of the
described as good-looking, wealthy, and sophisticated. He was ev- problems being portrayed and introduced.
erything a naive college freshman could want.
After Katie's story, BretSokolow offered some legal insight on
Unfortunately, Katie's fairy tale quickly evolved into a nightmare. the situation and provided an interesting chance for the audience to
A wonderful evening of a fancy French restaurant and dancing was get involved. Sokolow, a law student who attended William and
suddenly shattered when Katie found herself a victim of the ter- Mary the same time as Koestner, presented his ideas flawlessly. His
rible atrocity of a date rape.
unique idea of havi ng people vote on an actual date rape example
Koestnertook the necessary steps to restate justice in her life. She case held the audience captive and insured that they took away a new
reported the incident to her resident advisor and school officials, but perspective and understanding on the subject.
little, if anything, was done to punish the offender and right the
Listening to Katie and Bret offer both the emotional and
wrong. The young man was given a "slap on the wrist" punish- legal sides to rape was very effective. I would rather be told about
date rape by a survivor, instead of listening to someone preach
to me about a matter they have never
experienced.
A major suggestion I could make to
Spokane Symphony
the presenters is to offer a good solution
No strings attached
to the problem whenever dealing with
these types of issues.
1 \\, L \if)lll al lilt ', \ITil)llllll\
With all of the information that was
0111\ S'l.00 IOI I \\,L Slaff. farnlll ;met S(Udems
presented, nothing was actually proposed
)f)l)i,.;inr OpC'ra I IOUSP
about fixing the situation, other than the
usual "look out for each other" and "go to
the police" speeches. It would have been
lJ£/3lR
Invitation fO rhe Dance
more helpful to have a hot-line number
given or to be given clearer ways of how to
ELGAR
[nigmn Oariafion6
cope with the situation if it happens to
fJALK£R
lyric for 8rringo
yolL
After the presentation I was able to get
r.LAZllMDO Oiolin lonCP.rfo
a hold of Mr. Sokolow for an interview.
RAOEL
1zigane
Sokolow currently practices law in Pennsylvania and New Jersey, specializing in rape
and sexual abuse cases.
Sokolow said that he met Katie
·1 a(IJlt\ . ~tarr aml Stll(IC11lS l,Ul
Koestner at William and Mary in 1991,
purtllase ctisrnum li<h!-t., at the
where he was a student law officer. He took
I \\.l, Book5lOIV all(! the• '>1mka1w
up the case after witnessing the poo r and
1li!ihrr I uurat1011 <l'llll"I
inadequate way the administration had
handled the situation.
llen--s your dlanre tlJ expeiience U1e sounds Of itJe Spokane Symphony.
After Katie's first public telling of her
account, colleges and high schools around
-witll no strings a«ac11ed. EWl I staff. fatultY and studern.s ,an attend u1e
the country invited her and Bret to share
January 26 P(1'fonnance or the SJ)Ol,;aOt' SYJJIJ)hony featuring Stephanie
their story with students in hopes of raisChase. v!Olin. and Raymond Haney. guest conductor. They will IJe
ing the awareness of date rape.
"Over the past six years, Katie has visperforming two of tlle most t>eloved plec;es Of tlle violin repenoire.
ited about five hundred schools. I've been
No subsrrlption Ohtigation.
to about three hundred since 1997, • com·
mented Sokolow. "My goal is to provide
Affordable pri,e.
enough information to make the people
Great music.
aware of the problem. After that, it's up to
WASIDNGTON
You can't afford to miss it! UNIVERSITY
them to take the tool of awareness and
apply it to prevention.•
Joel Peterson
R,pa,rer

EASTERN

Yasmeen Abdullah
R,pa,ter
It was Katie's fresh m an year in college. She was youn g,
naive and ambitious . Her dreams were cut short when she
was raped in her room while on a date. Like 84 percent of
rape victims, she knew her rapist. She was on a date wi th a
guy who went to her college. She was interested in h im and
was excited when he asked her on a date. She admits, "It's
true I had a crus h o n hi m." Katie h ad a p rotective dad and
didn't get experience dealing with t h e opposite sex du ring
high school.
Katie Koestner told her story last Wednesday in the PUB
multipurpose roo m to a large audience of Eastern Washington
University students. At times during her speech, it seemed like
she was just going t hro ugh the motions. This can be expected,
since she has spoken at over 800 schools across the nation.
Yet, her message is real. Most Americans still envision the
stranger in the dark alley when they think of rapists. Katie
pointed out that a can of mace isn't going to do you much
good if you're with a friend and you left it at home because
you feel safe and comfortable around the person. ·
This is a big issue. O ne in four women in America are
sexually assaulted. Katie never thought she would tell anyone her story. It didn't take her long to realize that even
when she told people that she was raped, they weren't willing
to listen. Katie realized that the perception of rape was skewed
to the extreme. She reflects, "When I was 18, date rape didn't
exist."
Now Katie's hope is, "that there will be one day without
rape." Katie used her story to implore the audience to start
contemplating how they could make a difference. In a soft voice
she said, "I'm not afraid to say please to the men in the room.
Please don't blow me off. Don't wait until someone is crying on
your shoulder and telling you how she was raped.• Katie's story
was inspiring and she received a standing ovation.
T he audience started participatin g w hen Brett Sokolow
took over the microphone. He told a st ory about two college
students. The girl was intoxicated, but the boy was not. T he
boy's name was Todd. When he was on trial, h e told the
whole story truthfully.
The girl, Amy, didn't remem ber what happened. She
u/'m not afraid claims that she blacked out
to say p/11as11 to 1h11 even though she was conscious. When Todd took
m11nIn thlJ audltJnCIJ.
Amy home afterthe party, he
PIIJ8SIJ don7blowIRIJ
went to leave when Amy
on. Don1 wait until pulled him back and started
kissing him.
SO/RfJIJRIJlsCfY/llflOR
Yet, Amy obviously didn't
your shou/d11r and
feel well, since she threw up a
telling you how sh11
few minutes later. Amy also
was raped. "
fell asleep for 20 minutes.
Kl/lfJ KfltlS/HfJT
When she woke up, Amy
SPtllkfJr
seemed to feel better and initiated the sex that followed.
Todd claimed that he thought she was no longer drunk,
since she had thrown up and slept for a little while.
Brett asked the audience, "What do you think is actually
the problem?" The audience found the hoy not guilty of
rape. In the real trial, he was found guilty and was sentenced
to two years in jail.
Brett's point is that someumes rape is a fine line. His
advice is, "If you have any doubt about a person's condition,
take them home and tuck them in. Just leave it at that."
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of events

Lucy's buzz on Traffic
Lucy Dukes
R,porr,,r

If you do drugs, don't go see Traffic. Stay
at home and smoke a bowl, or whatever.
The movie interweaves three different
stories whose characters interact only minimally with those from the other stories. They
are connected by the suffering the characters
in each experience as drugs enter and destroy
their lives.
The first begins as Douglas' character is
appointed U .S. drug czar. Ironically, {much
too ironically) he searches for a solution to
the nation's drug problem as his beautiful
and accomplished daughter descends into
addiction, eventually trading sex for drugs in
a degraded urban hell.
When he finds her a prostitute, naked and
high to semiconciousness, Douglas realizes
the enemies in the drug war are people we
care about, whose personalities are submerged
in and anaesthetized by drugs and drug culture. It dawns on him that the war begins at
home.
This segment is the weakest, flawed by its
thunderously excessive irony. It has highlights,
though. For example, the moment the daughter looks lovingly at her father when he finds
her. She seems weirdly angelic in her heroin haze.
The scene gives viewers a profound sense of the

tragedy of lives and family bonds broken by
· drugs .
A wealthy drug trafficker's family is destroyed in the next strand Zeta-Jones' character's
husband is arrested. She, six months pregnant
and previously unaware of her husband's business, tries to recover her life as she knew it before. She struggles with the police and her
husband's drug trafficking associates. In the end
she takes control of her husband's business and
has the prosecution's witness against him assassinated so that she can get her husband and her
life back. She succeeds, almost. Now she is part
of it, the law's enemy.
Zeta-Jones story is better. She plays her
character with grace and multi-dimensional complexity. She never becomes a villain, even when
she orders the assassination of the man who
will testify against her husband.
The third story takes place in Mexico.
Benicio Del Toro plays a Mexican police officer
recruited by a general to help destroy the cartel
that controls drug trafficking in Tijuana. He discovers that the general, who meanwhile is appointed the equivalent of drug czar in Mexico, is
workingforarivalcartel. Wily, Del Toro'scharacter remains silent, but his best friend and partner tries to sell the information. The general has
the partner killed, and the troubled Del Toro
contacts U.S. drug enforcement, who arrest the
general.
Del Toro's story is the best. It astonishingly
subtle and engrossing. His character is jaded but
feeling, watching his partner laugh with their
friends while he soberly listens to a captured
prisoner's agonized screams.

A sense of sorrow for the tragedy of the
human wreckage caused by drugs unites the stories as they unfold. Traffic moves viewers to care
about the destruction drugs wreak on lives of
those in the tornado-like path
of drug use and trafficking. In
the end, the movie well worth

•

Uncle Tupelo, No Depression

Tupelo, from page B
Uncle Tupelo broke up in 1993 after their
major label debut and fourth album Anodyne.
Although this removed the originators of a
genre, the band's breakup was a major factor
in the genre's expansion to the enormous parameters it has today.
Sticking most closely to the sound of Uncle
Tupelo, Jay Farrar went on to form the band
Son Volt, releasing three albums to date. The
first and best known, Trace was released in
1995, and was met with immediate critical acclaim and its song "Drown" received extensive radio play.
Son Volt has not put out an album since
1998 and does not seem to be touring, however Jay Farrar tours occasionally as a solo act .
After Uncle Tupelo, Jeff Tweedy formed
Wilco , who's first album, A.M. stuck very
closely to the Uncle Tupelo form. However,
Wilco's next two albums, Being There and Summer Teeth expanded musically, further punctuating his history of not being restricted to
a specific musical form.
Wilco also has released two albums with Billy
Bragg, in which they took lyrics from folk legend Woody Guthrie and added music.
Wilco and Jeff Tweedy tour occasionally
and although they reach both coasts they can
be found often in Chicago, where the band
currently lives.

Fricby- January 19
. Chris Sublett's '"43 Year Retrospective• exhibition:
Gallery of Art Eastern Washington University
-Florence and Earle Stewart Book Scholarship •pplicatio ns available in Academic Affairs in Showalter Hall
room 220 until 5 p.m. of February 9".
-Investment Club meeting: PUB 357 at 9 a.m.
-Winter Play Day preview: PUB MPR from !Oarn-12
p.m.
.''Vertical Response" a free Christian concen: PUB
206at8 p.m.
Saturday- January 20
-Chris Sublett's "43 Year Retrospective" exhibition:
Gallery of An Eastern Washington University
-Women's Basketball vs. Cal State Northridge: Reese
Court at 7 p.m.
-Winter Play Day: PUB MPR from 12-4 p.m.
-Club LA Winter Warm Fest dance. $3.00atthe door

to be donated to the Martin Luther King J r. Family
Outreach Center: LA Hall 2nd floor
Su ncby-January 21
-Chris Sublett's "43 Year Retrospective" exhibition:
Gallery of An East.em Washington University
Monday- January 22
-Chris Sublett's "43 Year Retrospective" exhibition:
Gallery of Art Eastern Washington University
-Monday Night Impact: PUB MPR at 7 p.m.
T uesd ay- January 23
-Chris Sublett's "43 Year Retrospective" exhibition:
Gallery of Art Eastern Washington University
-C.A.R.E meeting: at 1 p.m. Check PUB schedule
for location.
Wednescby- January 24
-Chris Sublett's "43 Year Retrospective" exhibition:
Gallery of Art Eastern Washington University
-WYSIWYG Free movie night at Cheney Cinemas:
Chaney Cinemas on the comer of 2nd and College at 7
p.m.
-Men's Basketball vs. Cal State Sacramento: Reese
Court
-Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship meeting: PUB 206
at 8:!0p.m.
-Clubs and Organizations Forum: Patterson 103 at 12
p.m.
Thursday- January 25
• Chris Sublett's "43 Year Retrospective" exhibit.ion:
Gallery of Art Eastern Washington University

seeing, even if it is uneven and

• Catherine Zeta-Jones in Traffic

imperfect.

lllhy aSocial llJork Degree fromEastern llJashinytnn University?
Uur IleqT"!!e Program has been acm!liled smce IS'IS
£ur facully and students are ded1caled lo sllClal worlt and social devclopmenl creating an
e11crtmg chaOenging env1r1mment for learning
[ur cnrricuhml practicum (freld ellucallon] program and risourus are design!!! lo prepare
you for effet:l1VB advanced social worlt prut1~

Uur alumm m sucmsful prachboners managers scholars and leaders mtheir field

wiimMliillIBMilliii
One environment. One simple way to care for 11.

on undergraduate or gramiate 6l!oal work prngrams at Eastern lllasltinytnn l!niversrty
call [5091359 2'83. Or lag on lo our llleb site at sSUJhs euru edu

Earth Share

Visit us at www.easterneronfine. com
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More Everlong, Everdrab Everclear
Nick Nash
Rq,ora,r

Here we go again. E verclear and their front man Art Alexakis
(who long ago abandoned the art of making music for the art of
marketing), after releasing Songs from an American Movie Volume one: Leaming how to smile in July, are back with the next
installment: SongsfromanAmericanMO'Uie Volume two: Good Time
for a Bad Attitude. Little has changed.
What began as a popular, serni-indie rock band out of Portland Oregon, nex,: becoming an "alternative-rock-radio" staple,
Everclear is now quickly turning into a band that exists only on
its once-good name and Alexakis' ability to sell a finished product that in no way requires the one thing its title suggests: Music.
Good Time fora Bad Attitude, as deemed by the band, is a step
away from the pop sound of its earlier albums towards a "harder"
sound. Although in the earlier days of Everclear this would
have meant a step away from the sounds of songs like "Santa
Monica" towards the sounds of songs like "Heroin Girl," today
all it means is a step away from legitimacy and towards Limp
Bizkit.
The album is "harder" than much of Everclear's previous
work. So much so that it became the first Everclear album with
a parental advisory warning for content (further supporting the
Limp Bizkit comparison.)
1n the liner notes Alexakis explains this advisory by pointing
out that "the tone and color of the language in many of
Everclear's songs is dark and aggressive," and that "such language is realistic and true to my life experiences." He also includes within the note that "Being a parent myself, I appreciate
being forewarned when material that my child may listen to in
not appropriate for her age level."

He does not however explain why, Everclear's "dark and ag·
gressive" songs that are "realistic and true to [Alexakis's) life
experiences" never before needed a parental advisory warning
even though they where more "dark and aggressive" (and better) than anything the band has put out in their last three albums.

Lyrically Good Time for a Bad Attitude follows the bands continuous decline of quality but brings up some interesting ques•
tions about Alexakis's view on life.
The·song "Babytalk" explains Alexakis'sdislike forthe phenomenon that happens between a boyfriend and girlfriend that he sums
up with the line "She has got him by the balls ... " Its lyrics create a
simple call to manhood in a simple way: "I hate you/ when you
talk like that/ I wish you could act like a/ grown man.•
Although the lyrics alone are not particularly dangerous when
they are coupled with the fact that the man writing and sinning
this call to manhood to a public of radio listeners was arrested
for beating his girlfriend (now mother of his child), even the
parental advisory warning doesn't look like a bad idea.
The biggest letdown of Good Time for a Bad Attitude is "Overwhelming," the best song on the album. This song, which was
written for the "Permanent Midnight" movie soundtrack and
originally performed by Alexakis alone, is loosely based on Jerry
Stahl and bis downward spiral of heroin use.
"Overwhelming" is a solid song in every respect from its
music to its lyrics to its originality. It is even almost different
enough from the rest of the Everclear play list that it cpuld be
confused as someone else, which is a rare feat for a band that m
recent years has made its name by releasing songs that are nearly
carbon copies of each other.
Thatthe one redeeming feature of Good Time for a Bad A ttl·
tude was completely removed from the process that created the
rest of the songs speaks to the album's overall weakness.
One thing that Alexakis is still very good at, however, is talking about himself in his lyrics. When he says "I will be up on
top/ when the sky falls down," he's right. He has built himself
a very successful career. He will be on top. Its cost him his soul
and bis ability to put out quality music, but he is on top .

.&. Team Everclear. .. brick!

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.
Under the Army's
Loan Repayment
program, you could gel
oulfrom under with a
three-year enlistment.
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by onethird or $1,500, whichever amount is greater,
up to a $65,000 limit.
The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford T,0ans,
and certain other federally in sured loans, which are not
in default.
And debt reliefisjustone of the many benefits
you 'II earn from the Anny. Ask your Army Recruiter.

Place your ad
here! C all
359-701 O for
more
information

509-535-:1871

ARMY. BEwww.goarmy.com
ALL YOU CAN BE!

Visit us at www.easterneronCine.com
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Eastern avenges loss with
solid victorv over Portland St.
Olson leads the
way with 23 points
By Jeremy Muck
Ri!fx,,o.T

Maggie Millu/Eastrrncr

• Eastern's Aaron Olson puts up two of his gamehigh 23 points on Saturday night at Reece Court.

Eagles can't hold on
Eastern gives up momentum and
narrow halftime lead to Idaho State
Joel Peterson
Rqxmer

Many athletic contests aren't
decided by who makes the best plays,
but rather who makes the fewest mistakes. Th1s happened to be the case
last Thursday night as the visiting
Idaho State Bengals defeated EWU.
The Eagles possessed poor
shooting and linle inside pressure. Big
man Chris White was the most successful inside presence for Eastern,
grabbing seven boards and scoring 14
points, 10 coming in the last six minutes of the game.
Marco Quinto was another
bright spot for Eastern in the loss,
leading the team with 15 points while
shooting five for six from the field
and three for four behind the threepoint line.
The Eagles played a decent game
in the first half, leading the Bengals
33-31 at halftime. After this point,
the wheels came off the wagon. Turnovers, bad passing, and poor communication resulted in Idaho State
scoring a total of 19 points off turnovers. Eastern turned the ball over a
total of 21 times throughout the
game, while five players turned the ball

over on at least three different occasions.
Shooting also held up the Eagle
men as they missed 14 of 20 shots
from the outside, and totaling a field
goal percentage of 41 percent.
The Bengals shot 49 percent
from the field and hit six of 11 threepoint attempts.
The Eagles' next home game is
January 24, against Cal. State Sacramento at 7:05 p.m. on Reese Court.

For the Eastern Washington
mens' basketball team to be successful in the Big Sky Conference, they have
to play with consistency every night.
If they do that, they could be a very
dangerous team.
Last Friday against Portland
State, Eastern showed why they could
be a dangerous team. Led by senior
Aaron Olson's 23 points, the Eagles
beat the Vikings 81-72 in their second
game as in many days. It was a solid
win forthe Eagles, as they put behind
their dismal performance against
Idaho State the night before.
"It's not easy playing back-toback nights," Eastern head coach Ray
Giacoletti said. "There were a lot of
emotions in the last 48 hours, and our
group showed a lot of character again. And again, the one
thing we talked about was that
we have to find a way to be
consistent each and every night.
Not one thing one night, and
another the next. We have to
keep working until we find
that."
Olson was 8-12 from
the field and a solid 3-4 from the threepoint line. He also had three assists.
Junior guard Jason Lewis had 12
points, while seniors Jamal Jones and
Chris White each added 11.
Junior Marco Quinto contributed seven points and a career-high 10
rebounds. The night before against
Idaho State, he scored a career-high 15
points.
"He's really bought into doing

· ..
j. ~. \·~
. Achillei Heal
.
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on all that we carry:
aromatherapy, books, ear candles, meditations,
music, sound therapy, statues, yoga accessories,
& much, much more.
Visit us today!

·store

7031/2 N. Monroe St., Spokane
www.aclillesheal.com E
509.J26-6086

very th'ing

c1oseouot~enT, Th & F11-6, Sat 11-5Mu st Go!

Maggir Millrr/Easttrnr.r

A Sophomore center Chris Johnson scraps for a
lose ball in Saturday's win over visiting Portland St.
against Northern Arizona and Saturday against Cal State Northridge .
Giacoletti hopes that h is team keeps
playing with the same consistency they
had against Portland State, not Idaho
State.
"It was the kind of effo rt we're looking for night in
and n ight out," he said of the
TONIGHT
PSU win . "We have to be able
to dig deep an d find t hat conEWU
vs.
. ~
/Y
sistency every night. This weekNorthern Arizona ~
end was a great example of
.
FlagsJ¥, Ariz., ,,.-._ ~
that. We couldn't put our backs
6p.m.
against the wall any more. We
had to play back-to-back
He's really focused, and he's a guy you nights, got beat the first night, an d
know what you're going to get night then played a team that didn't play
in and night out. He's been very con- Thursday. We just can't put ourselves
sistent."
in those situations."
Anthony Lackey led Portland
"I just want to try to get better
State with 23 points and 10 rebounds, every night," Giacoletti said. "If we
but he couldn't help the Vikings over- do that and are consistent every night,
come 18 turnovers, which led to 32 wins will take care of themselves. We
Eastern points.
just want to focus on what it takes to
Eastern is on the road this week, play like we did against Portland State
playing tonight in Flagstaff, Ariz. and Montana."

all the little things," Giacoletti said of
the junior from Bellevue, Wash. "He
was our MVP of the weekend. With
the minutes he gets and the production he gives us, he's probably come
the furthest of anybody on our team.

~"g

((1"
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Customer Service Openings
Opportunities for advancement. $12-1 6/hour
Training and medical provided Immediate openings
Full-time and Part-time with flexible scheduling
Call I888I819-4160 for information.

Beautiful ■ anutactured Homes
3 Bdrm , 2 Bath - $760-$785, 3 adults okay_
2 Bdrm, 2 Bath - $525.
Complete with W/D hook-ups.
Near c.mpus, bus and shoppin1.
£,p,1 - . . , ~v

CGlt·~rtle or Charmcai.11&

~
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WOMENS BASK ETBALL STANDINGS

BIG SKY GAMES

All GAMES
AW

W-L
Montana
3-0
Idaho St.
2-0
Weber St.
3-1
Northern Ariz. 3-1
Mont.ST.
2-1
Cal St. North 2-2
Eastern
1-3
Sac. St.0-4
0-0
Pon. St.
0-4

0-0
2-0
1-0
1-1
2-1
0-0
0-2
0-2
0-2

W-L

1-1

6-10

1-12
0-0

1-4
1-15

HM

AW

STR

LSTS

6-1
6-2
2-3
3-3
4-0
4-2
3-3
0-6
0-7

4-2
3-2
3-5
1-6
5-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-5

W5
W2
W2
W2
W5
W2
Wl
L2
LS

5-0
4-1
4-1
2-3
5-0
3-2
1-4
1-4
0-5

Earlv Bird Open Indoor Track & Field Meet
MEN'S
COMPLETE RESULTS - ALL ROUNDS
Finals - Results
PLACE

ATHLETE

NAME

SCHOOL

l
2

Johnnie Willia.ms
David Baker

3
4

JK Haines
Dan Brink

5

Benson

6

Matt

6
8

Doug Bla ty
Sean William s
Cedar Gray

9

Eastern

Washington
Unattached

Washingt on

Washington

Jones

Henne ssy

ATHLETE

Univ .

6. 58

State

Univ .

6.59

Eastern

3

Johnnie

Eastern

4

Zack

Willia.ms

Eyth or

8
9
10

Westma n

Curtis

Parish

Forrest Gwens
Matt Paulson

Men• s
PLACE

ATHLETE

NAME

1 Todd Arnold
2 David Vidal
3 Dus tin Duke
4 Chris Cole
5 Hendrik Kok
6 Matt Topping
7 Jesse Fa yen c
8 Ryan Camcas ter
9 Bryan Becher in i
1 0 Nate Boyer
Meter
PLACE

ATHLETE

l

University
Una t cached
University
Unattached
Universi cy
University
Unattached
Una t cached
Una t cached
Unattached
High Hurdles

NAME

Meter
AFFILIATION

RELAY

5

uw

uw

"B"

UNA
UNA
UNA

"E"
"D"

"C"

6.63
6.65
TIME

PTS

TIME

of Washington
of

Washington

of Washington
of Washington

Shoot season-high 54 percent from field
The Eagles host NAU on
Thursday. Eastern split with NAU last
season, each winning at home. In last
year's home victory, seniors Tracy
Phelps , Stacie Granger, and Julie
Moore combined for 41 of Eastern 's
61 points. The Eagles will be looking
for high scoring this year from Jennifer Paluck and Allie Bailey who both
average double digits per game. In
their 28 past meetings, EWU holds a
16-12
edge
over
NAU.
On Saturday, the Eagles host Cal StateNorthridge. The Eagles will need to
contain the scoring and rebounding
of Kristi Rose and LaShaundra
Fowler. Eastern has won one of the
nine meetings with conference newcomer CSN in the past. Last season,
the Eagles split with Northridge, each
winning at home. In the 24-point
ho me win in 2000, ten Eagles scored
in the contest including two seniors
in double figures . The Eagles are
healthy going into this week's contest
with all 12 players ready to play.

Eastern got their first conference
victory this week behind the scoring
of Allie Bailey with 14 points. Jamie
Granger contributed 13 points, six
assists and one block. Janelle Ruen had
her third double-digit performance of
the season and accompanied it with
six assists and six steals. Michelle
Demetruk was four-for-four from the
fie ld. The Eagles shot a season-high
54 percent from the field and led by as
much as 23 points in the second half.
They are averaging 40 rebounds per
game led by Allie Bailey with 8.3 per
game.
On Thursday, the Eagles lost
to Idaho State 74-52. The Eagles had
trouble containing the secon<l place
conference scoring leaders as fo ur
Bengals scored in double figures . In
contrast to Saturday, the Eagles had
their second worst field goal percentage of the season by shooting a low
29.6 percent. Allie Bailey led the Eagles
in scoring in the contest with 13. Jennifer Paluck chipped in 11.

Friday

PTS

4:23.52
4:23.93
4:24.37
4:26.34
4:27.74
4:30.81
4:31.99
4:34.23
4:37 . 73
4:37 . 77

is your night to partv at
Coeur d'Alenes hottest

dance club!

College Night!

Washington State Univ.
University of Washington
Washington State Univ.
Unattached
Eastern Washington Univ.
University of Washington
Comm. Colleges of Spokane
University of Washington
Unattached
Eastern Washington Univ .
Relay

University of Washington
University of Washington
Unattached
Unattached
Unattached

Eagles pick UP
first win on road

L 05. 73
1 : 05.85
1:07 .32
1:08.05
1:08.66
1:09.71
L 09. 83
Ll0.00
l: 10. 11
1:10.17

SCHOOL

Arend Watkins
Joshua Renz
Steve Dwyer
4
Dari on Powell
5 Brad Groh
6 Marc James
7 Travis Herzog
8 Jesse Giordano
9 Nate Ostrander
10 Josh Hall
Men 's 4x400

l
2
3

Univ.

Mile Run
SCHOOL

1
2
3

PLACE

Washington

University of Washington
University of Washington
Washington State Univ.
North Idaho College
Una t cached
Whitworth College
Eastern Washington Univ .

Sahlberg

Tom Win slow
Ryan Tuss

Univ .

University of Washington
Washington Univ.

John Snyder
David Stoddard

7

6.61

Unattached
Eastern Washington
500 Meter Run
SCHOOL

l
2

5

6.30
6. 4 8

Unattached

NAME

6

Univ .

State

PTS

Washington State Univ.
6. 60
University of Washington
6. 61

Men' e
PLACE

TIME

13

TIME

3:28.07
3:30.35
3:33.60
3:37.55
3:43.07

7 . 22
7. 74

7.82
7.90
7.98
8.08
8.14

8.17
8 .19
8.20

If you're in the door before
11:OOpm, with your college
I.D., you can receive $2.00 off
the cost of admission!

PTS

18 and up!

4700 Seltice Way Coeur d'Alene, ID (208) 676-9938

*

Must haven.lid state ID 1a e•lllrlnailding*

EasBffler

14

Eartv Bini continued
6

UW
7 CCS

At Thorpe Fieldhouse

s

l
2
3

Baate.m W'asb.1.ngtOll ac.iv ,

BMJ

uw
BMJ

Lhi versi ty of Washington

•s·

•

UNI\

•

BM]

-c•

UNI\

'B'

5

PLACE A'lliLETE NAME

Baate.m Wasbl.cgton O'n.iv.

(klatt.ached
Baate.rn Washington On.iv.
l..hattached
Men ' s RighJ\ml)
SO/OOL

3 Sean Steele

s Cory Olristoo
6 Frank Remmd
7 Joel Gorda)
7 cameron Stmrners
9 David Pendergrass
9 Marcus Kelly

lhaccached
1.90m
Ch'lattached
1.85m
lhliversi ty ot Washi 1 . 85m
Men ' s Pole Vault

PL.A.CE A'THLETE NAME

l Rick Collins
2 Justin Nikbaksh-cati
3 '1)1son Byers
4 Mike Erickson
5 Eric Dormaier
6 Paul Nicolette
7 John Stypa
8 Jacob Anderson
9 Steve Dwyer
1 0 Dustin Smart
l O John Abrams

- Dav1d Sargent
Ku.rt Kraemar

l
2
3
4
5
6

Benson Jones
Kevin Discuzs
Tyriff Ryder
Brian Grahm
Marcus Kelly
7 Josh Renz
8 Justin Drake
9 David Pendergross
10 Howard Harrison

PTS

6 BJ McKay
7

8 Rrandon Huot

6'06. 75
6'04.75
6'04.75

9 Mac Schwin

6'02. 75
6'02 . 15
6'00 . 75
6'00.75

PLACE A'IHLETE NAME
l Brad Burgess
2 Darion Pot,,,,ell
3 Andy Roof
4 Nick (Mens

5 Luke Orlando
6 Mark Matthey
7

Mike Schrarmm

8 Bjorn Cofield
PLACE ATHI.EI'f; NAME
l Rich Harrison
2 Brandon Hunt

LJna t cached
LJna tcached
Unattached
Unattached
Unattached
LJnattached
LJnattached
Una t cached
Men's Shot Put

MARK

Washington State thliv .
Uni versi cy of Washing t on
washington Stace Chliv .

Olelsie Pentz

(.ha

l
2
3
4
5
6
1
8
9
10

COMPLETE RESULTS - Al.J., RCIJNDS
SCHOOL

Agneta Rosenblad
Ellannee Richardson
Olelsie Pentz
Kelsey Sheppard
Bree Skinner
LeTesha !-bore
Chel.sye Wika

PUI.CE ATHLETE NP.ME

MARK

Unattached

18.68m $ 61'03 . 50
16 . lBm
53 '01.00

Susannah LowBER

PTS

Den Morgan

Kate Spigel
Robin We?J)le

8 Kelly warner
9 Carolyn Lavano
PLACE ATHLETE NAME

PI.ACE A'IHLETE NAME

l Brianna Willis
2 JCim van Dalsem
3 Lara Nelsai
4 Bri ttiny Roberts
5 Rachel Johnson
6 Amanda Price
1 Chr:!stie Kight
8 Stephanie Jaruss
9 Danni Reid
10 Katie Cole•

PTS

1 : 26 . 15
1 : 26 . 33
1 : 27 . 26
1:27. 7

SO/OOL

TIME

Unattached
Lhiversi cy of wa.s hington
Unattached
(.hi versi t y of Washingccri
Unattached

4:55 .4 2 I
5:21.43
5:22. 68
5: 31. 6 5
5:35.52
5:31 . 09

Eaatern Waah..1..cgton univ.

&11:stern JVasbingtoo Vll.tv .
thlattached
Lhattached
Wanen' s 55 Meter High Hurdles
SCHOOL

- Agneta Rosenblad
2 Kelsey Shepard
3 Ellannee Richardson
4 Nicole Lucas
4 Cicely Clinkenbeard
6 Tasha Walker
6 Whi 01ey Evans
8 Zee Ogarro
9 Amber Miller
10 Chri s tie Kight

TIME

North Idaho College
Eastern Wasb.ington Clo.iv .
Washing ton Sta ce Chliv .
wanan• s 1 Mile Run

Sabrina Monro
Susan Werner

Jecnifer Xllrlic.bman
7 Jeanette Ga.rd.inar

7 .27

1 .28
1.32
?.36
7 .39
1 . 45
7. 5 2

Unattached
500 Meter Run
SCHOOL

lklattached

PLACE ATHLETE NAME
l
2
3
4
5
6

PTS

7.18
1 . 21
1 . 23

l :20. 04
Washington State [hliv.
1:21.13
Washington S t ate Chliv .
Bas tern Waab.i.ogton lZn.i v . 1 : 21.88
Eastern Wasb.ington tln.iv. 1:22 . 48
Universi cy of Washington 1:22 . 12
l :22. 8 4
Washington State t.hiv.

Tiffany Giles
Erin Reed
Robbi Sc.bwa.rzHeidi cunnington
Bree Skinner
Shanelle Harris
Ka ti Knutson
Katie Gleason
Heidi Abers f eller

TIME

Washington State Univ.
Bas tern Wasb.ingtOD univ.
Unattached
Unattached
Washin gton State Univ.
[hliversi cy 0£ Washington
(hliversicy of Washington
Washingt on State Univ.
University of Washington

Erin Reed
Cristi Horning
Tanya Pater

wanen• s
l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

ttached

University 0£ Washington
Washington State Univ .
Uni versi ty of Washington
Unattached

Bree Skinner

PLACE A'IBIETE NAME

7.16
? .18
7 . 18
7 . 21
1 . 28
1.29
1.35
1.37
7 . 38
1 .49

Eastern Washingtcn l.h1iv.
Lha t cached

5 Ellannee Richardson
6 Agneta Rosenblad

s

52'06 . 75
51 '07 .00
50'05.25
47'07. 75
47'01. 75
46'01.50
45'05. 75
42'01. 25

TIME

=•:a=====::za:a:"':::==:::z::•:,;:;::= =---- .. -

9 LeTesha Moore
10 Olelsye Wika

SO/OOL

Baatern Waab.ington

Wome~~s; in55oni::t:~ ba:h

1 Kelsey Sheppard

PTS

6 1 '1 1 .50
60'04.50
5 1' 1 0.50
55 ' 0 4 .75
5 2 '01 . 25
50'08.00
50'06 .25
49'00.25
48'06 . 00
45 ' 09.00

SOIOOL

4

2 2 '08.00
2 4 '00.25
23'04. 75
23'00.75
22'02.50
21 '09. 00
21 '07 .25
21'06.75
21'04.25
21'02.75
21'02.75

18. 88m
1 8 .40m
1 7. 64m
16 . 88m
1 5.88m
1 5 .44m
15. 4 0m
14. 94..m
14 . 78m
3

_,,..,.. ••"'----"'--------'""'"'•"" .. "'"'"'='"""'

PTS

PTS

16.02m
15. 72m
15.37m
14.52m
14.37m
14.06m
13.86m
12. 83m

PTS

PLACE ATHLETE NAME
l Cristi Horning
2 Tanya Pater
2 Erin Reed

SCHOOL

men's Shot Put 1 2 lb .
SOIOOL

Matt El ven

1 o John Thanas

6'04 . 75

4. 72m
15'05. 75
4. 72m
15'05.75
4.57m . 15'00.00
4.42m
14 '06. 00
4.42m
14'06.00
4 . 27m
14'00.00
-t.12m
13'06.25
4.12m
13'06.25
4.12m
13'06.25
3 . 6 7m
12 '00. 5 0
12'00.50
3.67m

6 . 57m

s Craig SUter

6 ' 08 . 75

Washington State (h'l
Washington State Ckl
Una t cached
Una t cached
Unattached
Unattached
North Idaho College
(h'.lattached
Washington State Cm
.Eas tarn Pfashington
Unattached

6.51m
6 . 47m
6. 47m

Ashland Uni versi ty
Chliversi ty o f Idaho
Norch I daho College
Norch I daho Coll ege
Nort:h Idaho Coll ege
North Idaho College
University o f Idaho
Bas tern Wash.ington
University o f Wa shi

Chad Goddard
Kristof Kipp

6'08. 75

MARK

6. 91m
7. 32m
7 .1Jm
7.03m
6. 77m
6.63m
6.58m

Joe Woodske
TJ Cra ter

1
2
3
4

S0/00L

Bas t e.rn Wasbington
Bastezn Was.b..ington
Washington State thl
thliversity of washi
thliversicy of washi
Washington State thl
[hliversicy of washi
University of washi
LJnattached
LJnattached
CCXlln . Colleges of S

52' 04. 00
49 '09.15
49 '0 8 . 2 5
47 ' 0 3. 5 0
46 '00 . 15
4 5' 1 0 . 7 5
4 3'01 . 25
4 3 '02 .50

•• .,,.. "'""•=-••z=•••••••"'••=••••s•• :ic• .. ••••••z•c,..><••••• ••---••••

Men ' s Long J uxnp
PLACE A'IW.ErE NAME

15.95m
15.l Bm
15 . 14111
14 . 41m
14 .04m
1 3. 99m
13 .29m
13.1 7m

Men's Waight Throw
SO/OOL

PLACE ATHLETE NAME

MARK

washingcon State lh 1 . 95m
Chl.iversity of Washi 1.95m
tmiversity of washi 1.95m
lhlattached
1.90m

4 Ezra Gordon

PTS

10 : 29 . 01
10:49. 70
10 : 52 . 05
11 : 02.49
11 : 02 . 94
11 : 04 . 3 4

Washington Scace lh 2 . 05m
Eastern Washington 2 . 05m
(h:liversi ty of Washi 2 . OOm

1 Ma ce Al verson
2 Jt'urt Kraemer

North Idaho Cbllege
lhliversicy of Ida.ho
North Idaho College
washing t oo Sta t e Un
North Idaho col lege
Cmiversicy o f washi
Nor ch I daho College
Un i versity o f Wa sh i

3 Craig SUter
4 TJ Crater
5 fy Weingard
6 John Thana s
1 BJ McKay
8 Doug Ja cksaJ
9 cameron Stewart
l O Brenden 1\Johy

•c"

Univers ityotWashingcon 3 : 44.92
C'aml . Colleges of Spokane 3: 4 7 . 39
UNA ·a• lhlactached
3:47.B0
Men ' a Distance Medley
PLACE' RELAY
AFFILIATI<Jv
TIME

January 18, 2001

5 , 39 . 23
5 : 5 5 .24
6 : 52.11
TIME

that cached

[hliversity of WashingtOfl
Washington State Univ.
Unattached
Washington State Univ.
Eastern Wasbi.ngton uni v.
Unattached
University of Washington
Cami . Colleges of Spokane
Eas t ern Wa ah.ing ton univ.

Wcman' s High Jl..tql
SGIOOL

Washington State lhl
Eastern Washi.ngton
Unattached
University of Washi
Ccmn. Colleges 0£ S
Unattached
Bastern Wasbingtoc
Washington State Ch1
Unattached
Ea11tern Pfa shington

PTS

8.05
8 . 32
8.40
8. 75
8 . 75
8. 77

8. 77
8. 79
9.02
9 . 14

MARK

l. ?Om

l.65m
1.60m
1.60m
l.55nl
1.50m

l.50m
I. 50m
1.45m

l.f5m

PTS

5'07.00
5'05. 00
5'03.00
S'OJ.00
5'01.00
4'11.00

f'"ll.00
4'11.00
4 '09. 00
4'09.00

15
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OPPORTUNITIES
FOR RENT/SALE
Available now, 1 bdrm apts., newly built - $395. 2
bdrm apts., $530. Washer/dryer hook-ups, large
kitchens, cabinets and closets. Near campus, bus
and shopping. Cheney Real Estate Management at
1827 1st St.-235-5000.

ATTENTION ALL NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS,
scholorship opportunitcs arc available! The RURAL AMERICA ·
SCHOLARSHIP offers college funding to qualified applicants. in
addition to the possibility of a paid internship with X Technologies.
Full-time students. 23 years of age or older, returning to school and
hailing from a rural community may qualify for this scholarship. The
application deadline is March 15. 200 I. Applications are available in
the Financial Aid and Scholarship Office. DON'T PASS UP THIS
OPPORTUNITY!!

Female roommate needed for nice two-bedroom townhouse on
First Street near IGA. Rent is $275 plus half of utilities. Complex
features outdoor pool, weight room, laundry room and free

stornge units. Fm m o , ~ c a l l Elodie at 559-5970.

New Donors Earn $25 TODAY* & Help Save Lives!
Your blood plasma donations arc urgently needed by
hemophiliacs, burn \'ictims, surgery patients & many more!
Call or stop by:
Nabi Biomedical Center.
West 104 3'~ Ave .. Spokane

EMPLOYMENT

509-624-1252
9621 East Sprague Ave., Spol-.ane

509-926-1881

doo om•y

*(for approx. 2 hours)

MARKETING ASSISTANT
METLIFE FINANCIAL SERVICES

Fm &

,•a~

$ t 0/hour, 20 hours/week, flexible schedule.

Good communication skills,
ability to work on your own.
Business/Communications background is a plus.
Assist financial services reps in all aspects of

"ww.nnbi.com

Fraternities * Sororities
Clubs * Student Groups
Earn $1.000-$2.000 this semester with the eas)
Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundrai:,,ing e\ent. o :al,_.
required. Fundraising dates are filling quick!). o call toda, !
Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888) 92' - '_38. or, 1.
www.cam usfundraiscr.com

ti
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·WE HIT #1
OR JAY LOSES
A BODY PART
I

!

<
l

I

COMEDY

TALK

RADIO

http://1050am.comedyworld.com

JAY CLARK, GM of C9medy World

